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Do 
you 

believe 
that 

K
e
n
n
e
d
y
 

(right) 
was 

shot 
by 

O
s
w
a
l
d
 

acting 
alone? 

If 
so, 

how 
da 

you 
explain 

the 
fact 

that 
the 

President's 
head, 

after 
being 

hit 
f
r
o
m
 

behind, 
jerked 

back, 
us 

can. 
be 

seen 
from 

a 
bystander’s 

film? 
I 

believe 
there 

was 
only 

6ne 
rifermman 

firing. 
A 

second 
w
o
u
l
d
 

have 
increased 

the 
chances 

of 
detection 

in 
advance, 

A
n
d
 

a 
s
e
c
o
n
d
 

rifle 
w
o
u
l
d
n
'
t
 

increase 
the 

chances 
of 

- 
hitting 

the 
President, 

if 
the 

a
s
s
u
m
p
t
i
o
n
 
w
a
s
 - 

m
a
d
e
 

that 
only 

one 
shot 

could 
be 

fired 
before 

protective 
m
e
a
s
u
r
e
s
 

were 
taken. 

T
h
e
 

impact 
of 

the 
bullet 

was 
not 

the 
only 

variable 
governing 

the 
direction 

in 
which 

his 
h
e
a
d
 . 

m
o
v
e
d
.
 

It 
could 

have 
m
o
v
e
d
 
back- 

w
a
r
d
s
 

(a) 
b
e
c
a
u
s
e
 

the 
car 

was 
accelerating 

a
n
d
 

(b)} 
because 

of 
the 

reaction 
of 

the 
President’s | 

central 
n
e
r
v
o
u
s
 

system. 
i; 

C
o
u
l
d
 

the 
three 

established 
. 

shots 
have 

been 
fired 

from: 
Oswald's 

rifle 
in 

only 
5.6 

seconds, 
tha 

time 
postulated 

by 
the 

W
a
r
r
e
n
 

Commisston? 
_ 

T
h
e
y
 

established 
that 

time 
by 

e
x
a
m
i
g
i
n
g
 

the 
film. 

The 
third, 

fatal, 
shot 

o
c
c
u
r
r
e
d
 

on 
the 

313th 
frame. 

After 
a 

reconstruction 
the 

C
o
m
m
i
s
s
i
o
n
 

a
s
s
u
m
e
d
 

that 
the 

initial 
shot 

could 
not 

have 
been 

fired 
before 

the 
216th 

f
r
a
m
e
 

—
 

a 
5.6 

second 
gap 

——. 
because, 

 hefore 
that, 

the 
assasaln's 

view 
of 

the 
car 

w
o
u
l
d
 

have 
been 

blocked 
by 

an 
oak 

tree. 
But 

the 
reconstruction 

was 
in 

J
u
n
e
 

1964 
w
h
e
n
 

the 
tree 

was 
in 

full 
Jeaf; 

the 
assassination 

was 
the 

previous 
N
o
v
e
m
b
e
r
 
w
h
e
n
 

it 
had 

no 
foliage. 

The 
sniper 

could 
have 

fired 
as 

early 
as 

the 
186th 

frame 
—
 

allowing 
seven 

seconds 
for 

three 
shots. 

FBI 
agents 

testing 
the 

rifle 
were 

able 
ta 

fire 
it 

accurately 
three 

times 
in 

that 
period. 

'



IT WAS suggested in the BBC's 
recent Panorama programme that 
Oswald may have been the 
“patsy” in a Mafia plot to 
assassinate Kennedy. What dao 
you think of the strength of this 
theory? 

As far as k can see it is not based. 
on evidence but a cui bono 
form of induction. The thesis 
being: Keonedy was after the 
Matia, therefore the Mafia killed 
Kennedy. The same sort of cui 
bana logic could be applied more 
rezlistically ta Castro, the North 

Vietnamese, or any other enemy 
of Kennedy's, 

The Kennedy assassination did 
not occur, however, in a factual 
vacuum, X-rays of Kennedy's 
bedy have now established that 
the shots came from behind from 
the direction of the book deposi. 
tory (both critics and supporters 
of the Warren Commission who 
have examined the X-rays and 
autopsy photographs now agree 
on this conclusion). Moreover, 
one bullet and fragments match 
a rifle found in the book deposi- 

. lory, belonging to Oswald. Four 
witnesses saw a rifleman Sri.g 
.from the book depository and 
during his interrogation by Dallas 
police afterwards, in which 
Oswald discussed the case, he 
showed consciousness of guilt by 

Tying systematically about his 
ownership of the rifle. 

. Even if it accepted that Oswald 
was the rifleman, it need not be 
accepted, of course, that Oswald - 
did the act alone. Any unknown * 
party could have . paid, 
encouraged or inspired him. : 

A good deal still remains un- 
known about Oswald's secret life; 
but from what is known, it is.. 
clear Oswald associated with pro-° 
and antiCastro Cubans in New 
Orleans, Cubag 
Mexico, Soviet intelligence agents 

in Mexico and Russia, and 
scientists, gcologists and an 
educated elite of White Russians 
ain Dallas. No links between 
Oswald and organised crimé liave ” 
been established, To be sure, it 
is. always possible an assassin is 
recruited under e “false flag "— 
‘that is, he does not know the true ” 
allegiance of his recruiter — and 
that Oswald, thinking he was 

. working for the Cubaiis} - was 
actually induced ,to work on the . 
behalf of another interest. 

’ Oswald would be a Mkely can-- 
didate for such a recruitment. He 
fag already written from Russia ° 
(in 2 letter intercepted by the * 
CIA) that he would ‘il any 
Anierican that opposed thé USSR, > 
and demonstrated to many people 
in Dallas that he was a revolutions 
ary in search of a-cause.. His 

officials . in... 

A recent Panorama television programme 
quickened interest in the 
assassination by suggesting that his killer, 
Lee Harvey Oswald, was being used by 
the Mafia or the CIA and by reopen-. 

extracts from 
Kennedy’ 

an important new book by : 
EPWARD JAY EPSTEIN, which indicates ~ 

- strongly that Oswald was an agent of the .. 
“KGB. Today Epstein discusses the issues -. 
iraised by Panorama and looks at other. 

ing vexed issues such as the possibility. “unanswered questions such as the true role : 
that a picture of Oswald with a rifle was a.+_ of the shadowy George De Mohrenschildt.::: 
forgery.-In the past three weeks The~¥and the series of deaths involving key: 
Sunday Times has published extended © :figures in the affair. 
TT 

shooting at General Edwin A. 
Walker fn April 1963, further 

- demonstrated his willingness to 
‘ murder for political ends. His wife 
Marina said that he regarded 
«Walker as a dangerous fascist. 

@ You contend that the FB? and 
CIA suppressed evidence relating 
te Oswald that should have gone 
to the Warren Commission. What 

‘was their motive for such actions ? 

. What was being concealed was 
“aspects of the security case 
against Oswald which existed 
before the assassination. The FBI 
did not ‘even tell President 
Johnson that it had an open 
security case against Oswald at 
the time; and when J. Edgar 
Hoover evaluated the failure of 
the FBI to keep Oswald under 
-surveillience in December 1963; 
te concluded that the FBI was. 

. guilty of “gross incompetency ” 
- which would forever destroy the 
‘FBI as an investigative agency— 
if it became public. The interest 
of Hoover was thus to conceal 
the fact that the FBI had any 
reason to su t Oswald of 
espionage activities before the 
assassination. 

|; Hoover knew that Oswald had - 
_refused a lie detector test, had 
made contact with a Soviet agent - 

_ in Washington (Gerasimov) who 
was under FBI surveillence at the . 

.time as 2a paymaster for Soviet 
espionage, and had made contact 
with 2 Soviet agent in Mexico 
(Kostikov who had been 
observed by FBI agents handling - 
other “ illegal” agents for Soviet 

intelligence. But. none of this 
information was turned over to 
* the Warren Commission. If it had 
“been, it would raise inevitable 
questions of why the FBI had not 
kept closer tabs on Oswald, 

- - Moreover, the FBI destroyed all 
“evidence that Oswald was capable 
of a violent act. He had written 
a letter to FBI Agent James 
Hosty threatening to blow wp the 

FBI offices in. Dallas. After. 
‘Oswald was killed, Hosty, on 
orders from his superiors, 
destroyed the note. Hoover could 
then testify the FBI had no reason 
to believe Oswald was a person- 
capable of violence. If Hoover 
knew about the letter—as William . 

Sullivan, head of FBI counter- 
intelligence, insists he did — he 
perjured himself _before the 

arren Commission. 

The CIA had an obvious 
interest in concealing the exist- 
ence of the assassination plots 

against Castro. Hf it became 
Public that on the very day Ken- 
nedy was assassinated a CIA case 
officer was handing a weapon to 
Rolands Cubella, minister with- 
out portfolic in Cuba, who bad 
agreed to mutder Castro, it would 
compel the Warren Commission 
to undertake an investigation of 
the most closely-guarded secrets 
of the CIA. 

@ How relevant is it then that the 
CIA was actively engaged in plots 
to kill Castro to the assassination 
of President Kennedy ? 

It could provide the motive for 
the assassination. The following 

rs . 

facts are now established by the 
CIA's Inspector-General : 

1. In the Summér of 1963 the CIA 
became involvéd with Cubella in 
a pilot to assassinate Castro. 
2 Cubella satisfied himself that 
the Kenhedy Administration was 
behind the plot through a meet- 
ing with Desmond Fitzgerald. 2 
high-ranking CIA official who 
Tepresented himself as an 
emissary of Robert Kennedy (and 
‘was, indeed, an indentifiable 
friend of RFK’s}. 

3. Castro learned of this plot ia 
the autumn of 1963 (probably 
through Cubella himself), and 
issued a public warning that 
American leaders would not be 
safe if plots against Cuban 
leaders persisted. (Oswald, an 
avid follower of Castro, possibly 
read the Press reports of this’ .'- 
‘warning before his trip to Mexico 
in September 1963.) 

: At .the wv Teast, then, it is 
established that Castro had. a 

‘real motive for inspiring the 
attempted assassination of an 
‘American leader. Whether he 
did or not is another question. 

But the Cubans certainly had 
the opportunity to inspire Oswald 

‘to undertake a violent act. He 
“travelled to Mexico on September 
28, according to his wife for the 
purpose of proving his loyalty to 
the Cubans — and being accepted 
as a friend of’ the Cuban 
revolution. Oswald appears to 
have had at least three meetings 
with Cuban officials. What hap- 
pened at these meetings is un- 
clear, but according to ¥arious 

‘ réports, Oswald appears to have 
got into an argument with thé 
Cubans: about’ whether he had 
performed sufficient service for 

- the Cuban revolution to be 
accepted in Cuba. 

Although this is purely specu- 
lative, it does not seem incon- 

@ Edward jay Epstein, .42, holds a 
PhD in government from Harvard 
University. His firet book, Inquest, 
originally his undergraduate thesis, 
caised early questions abeut the 
Warren Commission’s methods and 
findings and became a best-seller. 
His book on Gswald and Kennedy, 
ia which he reveals the possibility 
that members of US intelligence 
agencies ere working for the Rus- 
sians, involved two years of reseatch 
employing four full-time end four 
Parttime staff. Legend: the Secret 
World of Lee Harvey Oswald will 
be published in Britain by Hutchin- 
son on April 24 at £5.50. 
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ceivable to me that in the heat 
of these discussions some Cuban 
officials mentioned either the 
assassination plots against Castro 
or Castro's warning to Americaa 

' leaders. It may then bave been 
thet Oswald took this at march- 
ing orders to .atrempt such an 

* assassination and that he chose 
his own target, Kennedy, to win 
the approval of the Cubans. 

- Your book makes the case that 
’ Oswald was a low level agent of 
Soviet intelligence who ran aniok. 
is it not equally possible that 
Oswald was a low-level CIA agent 
sent to Russia as a phoney 
defector ? 

I considered this possibility 
when 1 began my frésearch. If 2 
‘Oswald had been a CIA agent dis- 

i Patched on such a sensitive mis- . 
- sion I assumed as. working ~ 

’ hypothesis that he would have to' 
have been recruited and trained 

- by the CIA sometime between 
' 1957, when he joined the Marinés | 
as a 17-year-old high school drop- 
‘out, and September 1959 when he 
defected to Russia. Asa practical | 
matter this would require some ° 
interlude in his Marine service - 
when he was detached from: duty 

‘and trained."” Since the ‘Warren © 
Commission interviewed only one *- 
Marine who knew Oswald duritig :: 
his tour of Japati and the Pacific, A 
and lefe a number pf intriguing,“ 
Blanks in his service record, if. 
seemed at least conceivable that + 

—he had been sepatratéd from his ¢ 
¥ regular duty. CoS nt ie 

», However, when I located some ™ 
“sixty other Marines who served 
with Oswaldat various points in bis ; 
career, these gaps were gradually 
filled in. Marines were found who 
served with Oswald in his basic 
training unit, his training courses, 
during transit to -and from Japan, 
during the manoeuvres. in the 
/Pacific and im hospital. Even the 
doctors who treated him for a - 

mshot. wound and- VD. were, 
interviewed. At every int, 
Marines were found who ed: 

» quarters with Oswald, drank with 
-thim, played cards with Kim, and. 

served long hours on radar duty 
with him. Some considered them- 
selves close friends, and produced 
snapshots and records showing - 
Oswald was indeed on duty with 

em. - . 

What emerges is 4 fairly com- 
plete and believable account of 
Oswald's time in the Marines: : 

» There seems to be no period dur- 
ing this time when he could con- 
ceivably be detached and trained 

the CIA, and certainly none 
of the men who lived with him 
had any clue that suggested he 
had any special sort of duty. (And . 
his recalcitrant behaviour hardly 
suggests him as a candidate for - 
any such assignment.) 

Furthermore, Oswald activities 
in the Soviet Uniott do nét seem 
consistent with a CIA mission. It 
seems at least implausible that the 
CIA would allow him to marry a 
Soviet citizen, and thus complicate 
his repatriation. Finally, it 
would seem reasonable to expect 
that if Oswald had risked his life 

n
r
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on a dangerous CIA-mission, he 
would be anuply rewarded on his. 
return in 1962. Io fect Oswald 
received an undesirable discharge 
fram his reserve unit and returned | 

, to 4 life of near-poverty in Texas. ' 
On the other hand, the evidence | 

that Oswald. was associated with . 
‘Sevier intelligence is cogent. He 
.defected to the Soviet) Union, 

- with unkeewn funds, ‘and - then 
affered ihe Soviets, according to 

whit own pdmisstog, ‘classified mill- 
: tavy sectets af “special interest. 
As proof of his sincerity to the 
Soviets, he handed his passport 
‘to the US Embassy in Moscow 
and anneunced his intention of 
providing the Soviets with US 
military secrets, In effect, he put 
himself completely in Soviet 
hands for a two-and-a-half year 

» period. In retura, the MVD, a 
- Ministry associated with Soviet 

intelligence, provided Oswald 
with a subsidy to live on, a plush 
apartment, job and other 
amenities. . 

After Oswald returned to the 
US, he refused a FBI request to 
submit to a lie detector test, kept 
coastantly in contact with Soviet 
Embassy officials, aod contacted 
a known KGB officer, Kostikov, 

jin Mexico City. 

* “Finally, some eMart seemed to 
. have been made to cover Oswald's 

associations with Sovlet intelli. 
gence, Oswald “fabricated 2 
“ legend,” or false. biography, for 
himself before returning to the 
US, Jied in FBI interviews,. and 
attempted to conceal his move- 
ments, 7° 0 FO _- 

@ The.Warren Commission, dra 
FBI and many other sleuths over 
the past fifteen years have investi- 
sated the Oswald case. jiew cam 
you hope to come up witl } ret 
facts or different answers? we 

1 iegan by rejecting the idea: 
that there was semething new to 

be found our about bulicts, 
wounds, or the grassy knoll. 
instead I asked: Why did Lea 
Harvey Oswald defect io the 
Soviet. Union in 1959? = Is 
seemed incredible to me that a 
20-year-old Marine would sud- 
denly decide to leave his family 
and friends and go to lve in a 
Strange country. I became inter- 
ested in the question of motive. 

I wanted to know what hap. 
pened to Oswald in the Mariné 
Corps. The Warren Commission 
had questioned only one Marine 
who served with Oswald at the 
Atsugi air base in Japan. With 
the help of four researchers, I 
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‘found 104 Marines who had known 
pOswald ar had worked with him 
in Japan. ft then became possible 
to reconstruct Oswald’s activities 

‘in the Marine Corps before he de- 
‘fected. 
le What did you learn from the 
‘Marines ? 

Oswald was a radar operator 
‘who, along with the other men in 
his unit, frequently saw the U-2 
taking off and landing and heard 

iits high-altitude requests for 
weather information on the radio. 

@ How was this important? 
I dida’t kuow at the time. But 

:I questioned the designer of the 
‘U-2 at Lockheed, Clarence John- 
,son, and Richard Bissell, former 
‘special assistant to the director 
of the CIA, who was in charge 
‘at the U-2 programme in 1958. I 
found out thar acquiring detailed 
information about the altitude 
‘and flight patterns of this novel 
spy plane was the No 1 priority 
af Soviet intelligence. I also 
questioned Gary Powers, the U-2 
spilot shot down over Russia in | 
:1960. 

@ Powers died in 1977, when his 
helizopier ran out of fuel over 
‘Los Angeles. Didn't neo other. 
witnesses you wuterviewed die 
violent deaths > 

Yes, William C.: Sullivan, 
former head of caunter-intelli- 
Bence for the FBI, who was killed 
In a huoting accident in 1977, and 
George De Mohrenschildr who 
‘shot himself.after the second day 
of our prearranged four-day 
interview. It is tempting to see a 
connection between these deaths, 
but I dun't. After all, I inter- 
viewed over 200 witnesses. 

@ De Mohrenschildt Fecame a 
good friend of Oswaid’s after 
Oswuld returned from Russia in 
1962. What did he teil you? 

He arranged a good part of 
Oswald's life in Dallas, but said 
he never would have done so bad 
he not been encouraged by a CIA 
officer, J. Walter Moore, the head 
of the Domestic Contace Service 
in Dallas, a unit which inter- 
viewed individuals who had 
returned from Eastern Europe 
aud the Sevier Union. : 
_De Mohrenschildt said he had 

discussed Oswald with Moore and 
Moore had told him that Oswald 
was “harmless,” But De Mohren- 
schilde strongly suggested that 
Moore was interested in what 
Oswald had ta say. De Mohren- 
schildt didn’t derail any svecific © 
arrangement he had with Moare. 

However, it seemed plausible 
enough that the CLA would wart | 
to debrief Oswald. He was one of 
the few Americans to spend two 
years in Minsk and ke could have 
contributed invaluable inform. 
ation to rhe biegraphic files on 

Soviet leaders maintained by the 
CiA. More important, he had 
crucial information on the pro- 
cedures which the Soviets applied 
to defectors {which could prove 
very useful if Western intelligence 
ever wanted to send a phoney 
defector to the USSR). 

Trt also seems plausible that the 
CIA would attempt to debrief 
Oswald through a procedure 
which he was not aware of since 
he was regarded as hostile after 
he refused the lie detector test. 
The normal procedure for such a 
debriefing is to place someone 
ia Oswald’s path, who would be- 
friend him. De Mohrenschildt 
would be well-qualified for such 
a job. 

offended that someone in the 
present CEA had it in for them. 
They were soon eager to correct 
the record or fill out the context 
of a case. Their reasoning was 
that if the government could re- 
lease information under Freedom 
of Information, why should they’ 
keep their lips sealed. 

@ Is this how vou got the CIA 
officer who handled Nosenko to 
speak about his case ? 

Yes. He is now living in retire- 
ment in Europe, and when I first 
phoned him and wrote co him he = 
refused to see me. Finally, after 
T had written a draft of my book, 
I rried again. This time I wrote 
stating the facts I was abour to 
divulge, facts which included his 

De Mohrenschildt may, haw- _ name and hig involvement in the 
ever, have been lying to me and 
casting suspicion on the CIA to 
hide a more sinister relation he 
had with a foreign intelligence 
agency. I found De Mohren- 
schilde a highly competent 
person, brilliantly in command of 
what he disclosed, and perfectly 
capable of devising a cover story — 

‘or red. herring. 

@ The CIA denied in the Warren 
Report and in every proceeding 
that it had ever had any interest 
in Oswald. What did Moore or 
other members of the CIA make 
of De Mohrenschildt’s aliegation? — 

Moore refused to speak to me 
for the reason that he was still 
2 CIA officer and CIA officers were. . 
not allowed to bé interviewed. 
The CIA public-relations man re- 
fused comment on the allegation. 
Finally, I asked Melvin Laird, now 
a Washington editor for the 

case. He then agreed to see me. 

We met at the Waterloo batrle-. 
field in Belgium, and I showed 
him about a hundred pages of 
documents that involved him. -I- 
had acquired these documents 
under Freedom of Information, 
He then rold me that I was 
“deeply wrong” because I was 
missing a crucial element of the 

‘ Nosenkoa case, but he was nat sure - 
that he was willing to provide it. | 

A few weeks went by and be’ 
agreed to. meet me ‘again, this: 
time at Saint-Tropez in France. 
We then spent’ three weeks 
together, going mainly to the Club 
55, a beach club, where be gave’ 
me what he considered to be the 
crucial context on the case, which . 
-was what Nosenka had done in 
1962. : co . 

@ And what was that? : 
. Nosenko had been sent by the. 

Reader's Digest, if he would try - Soviets to the CIA ta paine false . to centact Admiral Turner 
of the CIA and ask him about the - 
charge. Turner apparently con-, 
sulted with his PR people and: 
then coined 2 new verb by reply- 

_ing: “ We're no-commenting it.” _ 

@ It's odd that other CIA and FBI | 
officers were willing to give you‘ 
almost all the facts about the 
case. How did you get them to° 
talk? ae 

The CIA men were former 
officers, retired or fired. I would 
usually begin by writing them a. 
letter stating either that some- 
one else had discussed the case, 
they were involved in, and thar | 
I needed clarification from them, ° 
or that I. had received some 
documents under the Freedom of 
Information Act which mentioned 

. them or their case. Usually I . 
found this piqued their curiosity. 

they would agree to see me, I 
would usually do most of ‘the 
talking, telling them what other 
people tald me or what I had 
found aut in documents. ay 

@ But why did they talk? 

One device that almost always | 
worked was showing them Free- 
dom of Information documents 
mentioning their name or oper-.’ 
ational details of a case.- Pre-: 
dictably, their first reaction was 
fury that the CIA would ever 
release this information. Their 
second reaction was to de 

tracks away from the trai] of a 
Soviet mole in the CIA. [A mole. 
is someone working for one 
intelligence agency while being 

. under the control of another, eg 
- Phijby.} bo ye 
: Did you ever get to seq 
Nosenka-? And tf so, how ?. 

Yes. The CLA put me onto “him. © 
-@ How dé you explain that? . | 
- ¥ presume thar. it found: out I 

"was writing a book on Lee Harvey 
Oswald and it wanted nie ro put, 
Nosenko’s.". message in. it. 
;Nosenko’s . message ‘was - that 
‘Oswald was a complete loner in.. 
“the Sovier Union and never had. 

_ apy connéction or debriefing: hy’ 
the KGB. I spent about four hours 
interviewing Nosenko. 
@ Your. book strongly suggests 
“that Nosenko is a fake. Do vot 
‘believe the CIA was trying to mis-' 

’ lead you by sending you to him? 
Yes. Tt sent me. Nosenko as a. 

legitimate witness to Oswald’s 
activides in the Soviet” Union 

_ Without telling me that Nosesko. 
had been suspected of being a 
Soviet disinformation agent. — ' 

@ When did you first become sus- 
picious of Nosenko 2 

A few weeks after I interviewed | 
Nosenko, I had lunch in 
Washington with the Soviet Press 
officer, tgor Agou. I had set up 
the meeting in the hope of per- 



suading the Soviets'39 allow'me:"for the 

- graph, 

_ the inscribed 

ion the 

* 

; An “ expert" claimed on the 
. BBC's Panorama programme . Voloshin’s name turns up_both in. f | . 
that the -photograp showing: 
Oswald holding his rifle is a fake. 
What. is your evaluation of this? 

The following evidence has ta- 
be considered. First, Marina 
Oswald qdmitted taking the photo- 

even though it was. 
a incriminating admission, and. 
admitted destroying another copy 
inscribed by Gswaid’ ta. his. 
daughter Juae. 

. . Secondly, Marguerite Oswald, 
Oswald's mother, admitted seeing * 

photograph before 
Oswald: was killed, and further ‘ 
admitted that she assisted Marina. 
in ‘destroying this incriminating 
evidence. Since it seemed against 
fier interest to make such an” 
admission, serious weight has to 
be given to it. 

Thirdly; 
have undisputedly determined 

. that the 4 

 @) Both Oswald and’ -Marina’s handwriting was forged: 
De Mohreaschitdt copy—. 

and all for no apparent reason,” ‘Since. there was’ sufficient evi- 
dence linking Oswaid to the rifle.-:- My conclusion is that Maring |. * teok the photograph in 1963. 

to go ta. Russia to interview the. ::seea me unless the CIA had sent.” Soviet citizens. 
Oswald there: | tow bowever,") fired-from the CTA hy W 

“ ketpjng Nosenko. in isolation for. leading you over Nosenko’s bona : aud id ‘a~thirteen very quiet. voice | “3 Perhaps £ a den 
nti nalisy 

< Rosenko, who -had handled: the ‘(iss aeything about - Noseako, 

‘Here was an offici 
Soviet.. Embassy’ recommending 
that I see someone who was a 

“traitor. 
that Mr Agou was just trying to 
be helpful fo me. | . 

@ Your Soak makes, frequent 
references to James. Angleton, 
the former he ‘ fi counter-intel- 
ligence for -the CIA, .Way did he 

_ agree to see vou . 
Because I had alveady' inter- 

Viewed Nosenko. - Angletan, knew’, 
‘that since Nosenka was working. 

Gl 

+ 

And [couldn't believe: 

* way or another. 

. &reatese 

¢He-was far. more interested: in-: 

2457 

@ How da 
former CIA 
infarming you? . : ; co 

Of course, I have to assume that they had axes to grind. A number - 
i,0€ CIA officers whose Careers 
rested on the Nosenkg case 
‘wanted to see it resolved in one 

f also realised 
that I could never. be sure that crucial facts were not withheld. ; 

“@ What did vou consider tha 
failure-in’ pour invest. 

__, gation ? 
The faifure tg run down a lead 

concerning Pavel Valoshin. 

Oswald's address book and on a 
‘letter (from the Patrice Lumumba - 
_University in Moscow) found 
among Oswald’s effects, I got a 
CIA “trace” on Voloshin, and he 
turned out 10 be a KGB officer 
who had been in the Far East at 
the same time Oswald was there 
with the. Marines, and wha had 
visited California in 1959 when 

- Oswald was preparing to defect. 
He had been in Moscow when - 

. Oswaid was there, and finally had 
en in Amsterdam when Oswald 

passed through on bis way back 
- to the United States in 1962. One 
former CIA counter-intelligence 
officer suggested to me that 
Voloshin might have been the 
person who recruited Oswald or 
arranged for his defection, " 

@ What was Voloshin doing in 
Caiifornia ? 

' He was supposediy working as 
a Press officer for a Russian 
dance troupe passing through 

. California. I asked Gswaid’s fel- 
* low Marines who served with him 
“in California whether Oswald had 

see ever talked about this dance 
"troupe. None of therm Temem- 

bered, one af his friends, Nelson 
Delgado, . remembered, however, 

,; that Oswald had talked to a man gerie , ; “2a a raincoat for an hour and a swald :perjured hers: © half one night when he was on 
) guard duty. Another Marine also 
‘remembered this incident. They 
“were impressed by the . man’s 
‘raincoat because it was about 
: 90 degrees that night. : 

- IT wanted to show these Marines 
@ photograph of Voloshin to see ; tf he- could conceivably be the 

i fides; did they. ity to mislead you 
else? |. ; 

small derail. 

y it was to make ir appear. 
jthat my-owp research was slip- you Know chat these. shod. Boone officers weren't mis" @ What about the FBI? * |; 

. me with very little information, but what they did 
give me was generally ‘straight- 
forward, and J think they tried’ 
to be as helpful as they could. 
@ Were there any wimesses' that 
¥0u were unable to find ? . 

Yes, I had hoped to interview 
James Allen Mintkenbaugh, an 
American who admitted spying 

it provided 

‘for the Soviets and who was subse. . quently tried and imprisoned, 
He went to Moscow in the same 

month. that Oswald did and the . 
Soviets tried to arrange to hav 
him marry ‘a-Soviet agent, whont; 
he: would’ bring back to the. 
United States. I was curious taf 
know what he thought of Oswald,” 
and if he éver mer him or Marina: 
in the Sovier Union. - ; 
@ Da you think the mole that. 
Stone fcode name of a defector] 
pointed to is still amnelting his 
way up through American inteild. 
gence # ‘ ‘ 

He hasn’t been caught yet, and . 
it is entirely conceivable that one 
was planted. We -know that the 
Soviets placed so m ny moles in 
West German intelligence ‘that - 
they effectively cook it over, but 
Tore important, the CLA is parti- ' 
cularly vdlnerable to penetration a 
since s0 many of - its agents. | 
recruited after World War II are { 
individuals of East European ‘ 
origin. As Angleton pointed out’ 
to me, the adds are ajways in 
favour of recruiting one mole. 
@ Is the sunt that Angleton 
started for the mole stll on? 
_The former CIA‘ officers wh6’ 

were involved in the hynt tell me 
that the “new” ‘CIA has now 
made a policy decision to believe 
méles do not exist. All specula- 
tion on’ this subject has been - 
officially designated “ sick think.” ° 
@ Was 
because he was onto ihe. mole 
Stone had talked about? 
“Not directly. According to his 

former aides, Angleton’ and his © 
counter-intelligence - staff” were 
too strongly challenging Colby's . sources in Russia. Accordingly, « 
Colby. got eid of Angleton and his ; 
key staffers, one of whom, Newton : 
Miler, told me that Colby wanted 
to close down or drastically revise - the role of counter-inrelligence in the CLA, ms am 
@ Might there be a mole in the, 
FBI? ste 

_ Yes. Indeed, Sullivan was cori.’ 
vinced that the Soviers had perie- ~ 
trated at lease’ the FBI's New 
York office. And the former 
deputy chief of the CIA’s Soviet 
Russia Division told mie that there — 

’ wag absolutely na way the Soviets 
. could run the Fedora operation 
without the aid of a mole in the 
New York office, -. 
@® Does James Angleton reoliu 
know who the mole in the CIA is ?* 

Angleton refuses to say, but 
one of his ‘ex-stait members told: 
me with a wry smile: “You | 
might find out who' Colby was | 
seeing in Rome in the * early 
1950s.” When I pressed him about 
Rome, he changed the subject ta _ 
Vietnam and told a long story 
about Colby’s having dined with 7 
a Freachman who turned out to . 
be a Soviet agent. Colby should « 
havé reported tha cuntact bur - 
didn’t, and when Angleron raised 

: the issue, Colby became enraged. . 
T asked Aagleton abour this con. : frontation, and he mentioned ' 
some CIA inspector general's 
report. He then switched to one - 
of his favourite subjects 
—the cymhidigni orchid. 

James Angleton. fired <.


